Integrating the Arts and Humanities Workshop

October 19, 2018
8:30 AM—3:00 PM

Research shows a strong positive correlation between the creative arts and academic success. In this interactive workshop, explore why and how integrating the visual and performing arts with humanities core content challenges student thinking, enhances social and intellectual development, and deepens teaching and learning.

In this workshop, participants will:

◊ Learn how to develop a multi-disciplinary approach to teaching and learning
◊ Learn how to integrate Arts & Humanities into each of the disciplines
◊ Explore strategies for classroom use

Presenters: Deborah Walker and Kathy Frazier, educators, content experts, and cofounders of Touching the Future Today will guide participants through innovative strategies aligned with visual and performing arts and humanities content standards to create and integrate core content with “hands on/minds on” creative experiences. They provide practical steps for creating or enhancing interdisciplinary curriculum, team or co-teaching, and incorporating experiential learning. Breakout sessions with educators and humanities and arts professionals will highlight interdisciplinary creative approaches to developing 21st Century skills and competencies.

Location:
ESC of Northeast Ohio
6393 Oak Tree Blvd S.
Independence, Ohio 44131

Cost:
$35.00 per person
(includes educational materials and light lunch)

PD Hours: 5.5
Learning hours will count toward the ODE’s requirements for teachers of gifted students

REGISTRATION: WWW.ESCNEO.ORG—PROFESSIONAL DEV.—CALENDAR OF EVENTS
REGISTRATION ASSISTANCE: RONI STAIMPEL AT: RONI.STAIMPEL@ESCNEO.ORG
QUESTIONS: CONTACT NADINE GRIMM AT: NADINE.GRIMM@ESCNEO.ORG